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Introduction to the project
In 2015, University of Waikato geoscience
researchers identiﬁed the ﬁrst of several faults
running through Kirikiriroa and the Hamilton Basin.
The Tephra Seismites group is investigating past
earthquake activity along these faults, by studying
liqueﬁed tephra (volcanic ash) in local lakes
scattered between the faults.
The tephra layers were deposited onto lake beds
by eruptions at nearby volcanic centres (see map)
including Okataina (OVC), Taupō (TVC), and Tuhua
(Mayor Island). Unusual liquefaction features were
later produced by earthquake shaking.
By studying these liqueﬁed tephra layers, which
we call ‘tephra seismites’, we aim to determine
which faults were active, the intensity of
earthquake shaking, and the earthquake hazard
classiﬁcation for the region.
Progress update
After a delayed start due to COVID, we began
ﬁeldwork in October 2020 with coring at three
lakes: Rotoroa (Hamilton Lake), Rotokaeo (Forest
Lake) and Waiwhakareke (Horseshoe Lake),
thanks to Lakes380 collaborators
(https://lakes380.com).
Some of the team (L to R): Danche Chaneva, Tori
Gibbons, Vicki Moon, Tehnuka Ilanko, Max Kluger,
Richard Melchert.
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Core pipes are pushed into the lake ﬂoor to
collect sediment that gives us a record of
organic material and tephra in the lake.
Our colleagues Marcus Vandergoes (GNS
Science), Susie Wood (Cawthron Institute),
and Andrew Rees (Victoria University) are
coring around the country for the Lakes380
lake health project and lent their expertise.
Photo (right): Some of the Lakes380 team
coring at Rotokaeo, Oct. 2020
Nic Ross and Hamilton Radiology are CT
scanning the cores for us.
Photo (left, L to R): Vicki Moon, Max Kluger,
Danche Chaneva, Nic Ross (right) setting
up to scan a core at Hamilton Radiology.
CT scans let us see tephras and identify
features that may be from earthquake
shaking, in 3D, before cutting cores open to
describe them and take tephra samples.
Photo (below): Danche, Tehnuka, and Max
with opened cores.
Scans show downward-directed injectites
(liquefaction features) in some tephras. In
the image below, white layers are tephras.
Darker shades indicate organic material.
The lowermost tephra (Rotorua tephra)
shows downward-directed injectites.
Postdoctoral researcher Max
Kluger is leading work on a
paper describing these
injectites, which we will
soon submit for publication.
Meanwhile, PhD student Danche Chaneva is investigating the geotechnical
properties of the tephras to understand how they might have deformed
during earthquakes, and the intensity of shaking. Masterate student Joshua
Hughes is working on a related EQC-funded project with GNS Science to
investigate Te Puninga Fault near Morrinsville, and a second PhD student is
due to join us later in the year to complete the team.
Many thanks to MBIE, the Marsden Fund, and EQC for funding; to Ngāti Wairere, Ngā Iwi
Tōpū O Waipā (NITOW), Hamilton City Council, and the Department of Conservation for
coring support; and to all the others supporting the project. Please visit our website,
https://tephra-seismites.com, for a full list and updates as research progresses!

